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AFFILIATE

May 11, 2021
Motion was made to send AE Rhynard to MRAEC retreat. Supported. APPROVED
BOD discussed the education voucher. When it was created and updating. Motion was
made to instruct CMAR staff to create new verbiage on the education voucher and
reimbursement guidelines. Supported. APPROVED
Motion was made to send online voting and bylaws to attorney for language.
Supported APPROVED
Full Minutes Here

DIRECTOR
Alaina Wills

CMAR Mission Statement
Central Michigan Association Of REALTORS® is dedicated to serving the community by preserving
private property rights and providing educational, ethical, and professional services while holding
the REALTOR® to a high standard of accountability.

Legal Lines Questions of the Week
June CALENDAR

With the help of McClelland & Anderson, MI REALTORS
has taken the most recently asked questions from our Legal
Hotline.

CMAR DUES BILLED THIS MONTH
1st
Education Committee

9am

8th
Board of Directors Meeting *Zoom Only

9am

14th
Membership Committee

9am

15th
General Membership Meeting *ZOOM Only* 12pm
21st

Public Relations *Zoom Only*

9am

22nd

Question: My Buyer Submitted an offer. The listing agent
texted me and told me that the sellers had accepted my
client’s offer and that she would be emailing the final signed
purchase agreement later that same day. Two hours later, the
listing agent called me and told me the sellers had accepted
another offer. Don’t my clients have a binding contract?
Answer: No. Your buyers do not have a binding contract
unless and until the signed agreement is delivered to the
buyers (or to you as their agent). A text (or phone call) from
the listing agent is not sufficient. Do not tell your clients that
they have a deal until you have actually received the signed
contract .
Source: Michigan Realtors E-News 5.28.21

Election Committee

9am

29th
MLS Advisory Committee *Zoom Only*

10am

July CALENDAR
6th
Education Committee

9am

12th

Membership Committee

9am

13th
Board Of Directors Meeting

9am

Meetings are in person or via Zoom.
(noted on Calendar)
Committee chair please contact Office@cmiar.com 24
hours in advance to use zoom or hybrid meeting

Up-To-Date Google Calendar Click Here
As of June 7th, 2021
CMAR Office Hours will return to:

Monday-Friday 8:30am to 5:00pm
Per MIOSHA Guidelines

Masks are NOT required for visitors that have
been FULLY Vaccinated. For unvaccinated
visitors masks are still required.
Visitors must complete the Visitors
Questionnaire in the entryway

Committee Excerpts
Education/Program Committee Meeting Minutes
Minutes for May 4, 2021
NEW BUSINESS:
July – No Lunch and Learn or Educational Classes
planned.
Full Minutes Here
Standard Forms Committee
May 10, 2021
MOTION to approve the minutes from our meeting dated
April 19, 2021,supported. MOTION PASSED.
Discussed the summary sheet provided by Susan Massaway.
MOTION to add sexual orientation and gender identity to our
nondiscrimination clause in the Exclusive Right To Sell.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION to use “Wire Fraud” in our current Buy/Sell
Agreement and add it to our Exclusive Right To Sell,
supported MOTION PASSED.

MOTION to remove home phone, work phone and seller
address from #27 on our Exclusive Right To Sell, supported.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION to remove office phone and agent phone from #28
on our Exclusive Right To Sell, supported. MOTION PASSED.
Full Minutes Here

MLS Advisory Committee Minutes
May 25th, 2021
New Business:
Created Sales status was discussed. A Question
regarding whether or not a participant should list
themselves as the listing agent and the selling agent
when dealing with a FSBO seller. The subject was
tabled until the next meeting.
Public Remarks on the MLS data sheet was discussed.
A recent waiver of fine request was received from the
Compliance Officer, subject to was that the
participant had listed COVID notifications and
precautions in public remarks section. Consensus of
the committee was that while the COVID statements
were irrelevant to the property description, the seller
had requested the statement and that it should be
allowed. This will be another discussion NGLR MLS
Representatives.
Coming Soon Facebook posts continue to be used by
participants occasionally. Furthermore , other
Associations use the status frequently and have a
Coming Soon Status available on their MLS. The
subject appears to be inconsistently enforced and not
in accordance with mandated NAR Policy 8. NGLR MLS
Representatives will discuss at the next meeting/
retreat and report back to the committee.
Unauthorized Lock Box Access. Golden reported
knowledge related to unauthorized use of lock boxes,
specifically that a Grand Rapids agent had provided
lock box combination to a buyer/client for an
occupied home. Discussion occurred relative to where
the ethical violation would need to be filed (offending
member’s Association) and whether or not LARA
would need to be notified as well. Parsons offered a
solution related to using Supra Lock Boxes.

Click the Image for Video

Carry Personal Protection devices
and utilize technology that you’re
comfortable with.

Deborah D. Fallbrook, CA

Association Executive Report

AE Report

Presidents Report
I can’t believe it is already May. I saw a great post
the other day. It said do you know why this month is
called May? Because it may rain, it may snow, it may
be 80 degrees or it may be 40 degrees. I want to
finish it off with it may be another busy month
for real estate. Units sold were up again in April.
Looking at last year’s numbers you can see the effect
the shut down had on our industry.
Thank you to the education committee for your work.
I thought Alexander Houseman had some key
information for us and I enjoyed getting to ask
Maggie Murphy questions.
The PR committee has extended the food drive into
May. There is a great prize for someone at the end.
Thank you to all the members who volunteered to
help out at the Shepherd Maple Syrup Festival. It is
good to see that some of our traditional events have
found a way to modify the process and continue.
Unfortunately the change over to the safemls login
saw an unforeseen complication with MI Realsource.
It has been corrected and should now be running
smoothly. For those who rely heavily on it thank you
for patience during the time it was down. Likewise
with the new website. Many fields were not matching
up. As I understand, It pulled a lot of information
from paragon and some of your information was
possibly out of date. When you designations to your
name or acquire your broker license please make
sure to let the office know. In other cases some
fields were not allowing for enough characters.
Trevor is working hand in hand with Carrie’s
Creations to resolve these issues.
Looking back at where we were last year, I think we
all have done our best to move forward through what
was undoubtedly a difficult year. Hats off to everyone
for all your hard work.
Everyday might not be a good day, but there is good
in every day. Author Unknown
Shelley Kemmerling

5/7/2021

Spring is continuing and the market remains hot. Our
April sales numbers were impressive. Anyone
remember last April?
We added four more new Realtor members in April.
Just yesterday I held the quarterly new member
orientation for nine new members. You may have
seen their class picture on Facebook.
Technology has not been our friend this past month.
Our new website required many fixes. I appreciate
those who patiently informed us of errors. We seem
to have worked all the problems out that we have
been made aware of and can fix right now. Some
issues will need to have changes made in the back
end of Paragon and we have no control over that
timing. Speaking of technology fixes, upgrades to
Paragon last month cut off our access to
MIRealSource. It took a while for Paragon to do
some bridge building, but that feed is back to normal
now, too. Again, I really appreciate those people who
show patience and grace when unexpected things
happen.
Finally, for the remainder of May, the PR Committee’s
efforts to raise money for local food banks will
continue. We currently only have donations from
seven individuals. I think we can do better than this.
Let’s show our communities that THAT’S WHO WE R!
Carry on,
Lori

Update from MI REALTORS

As you may know, on Monday a new
DHHS Order came out that goes into
effect on June 1, 2021. The new rules
no longer regulate gatherings that take
place at a residence. For other types of
gatherings, the rules provide that no
one is required to wear a mask
outdoors and vaccinated people do not
need to wear masks indoors.
Under the new DHHS Order, effective June 1st, there are no
longer any regulatory limits on the regulations on masks and
social distancing no longer apply to home showings.
Of course, each and every homeowner can continue to impose
their own mask/distancing rules on persons entering their
home. For REALTORS representing sellers and buyers, it is
important to note that as a condition of viewing their home,
sellers could, for example, require that a mask be worn by all
unvaccinated persons or even that a mask be worn by all
persons whether or not vaccinated.
However, while it is not a violation of HIPAA to inquire as to a
person's vaccination status, it is certainly true that to many, this
is a particularly sensitive inquiry. Sellers who wish to require
unvaccinated people to wear a mask could put REALTORS in a
difficult position - dealing on one hand with potential buyers who
may resent the inquiry, and on the other hand with the sellers
who are looking to the REALTOR to verify the vaccine staus of
each prospective buyer who visits their home. Given the difficulty
of this situation, if a seller is not comfortable allowing
unvaccinated people in their home without a mask, an easier
policy may be to simply require all persons who visit the home to
wear a mask.
We will keep monitoring any new guidance from MDHHS and
update membership accordingly, Please direct all questions to Brian
Westrin at bwestrin@mirealtors.com

NEW CMAR MEMBERS
Kathryn Barnes, Results Realty
Brian Thompson, Five Star Real Estate-Alma
Tammy Suire, Coldwell Banker Mt. Pleasant Realty

Jacquelyn Davis, Associated Realty

Understanding Your MLS

Why do we have to use the Single Sign Login?
Several years ago the Northern Great Lakes REALTORS® MLS discovered that unauthorized users were accessing
our MLS data through reciprocal access (data sharing) we had with other MLS operations in the state. We were
not alone in this discovery as other MLS operations were noticing that data scraping was happening in their
system too.
Following suit the NGLRMLS joined these other operations in migrating all data sharing to the REALTOR® Property
Resource (RPR) platform. RPR had a much more robust firewall structure and you had to be a REALTOR® with a
NRDS number to gain access. While safer for the many Brokers business operations who entrust their data to the
MLS many claimed that the user interface was too hard, or too incomplete to use it effectively.
NGLRMLS began a search for a cybersecurity tool that would give the service a better handle on who was gaining
access to the system illegally, track the offenders and either block them or issue a warning and potential fines
against legitimate users who were handing out their username and password to unauthorized individuals or
firms. These tools are expensive but we finally found a tool called SafeMLS from CoreLogic that would integrate
with our Paragon 5 software and was an affordable way to control access through Single Sign On (SSO)
technology.
In order to have ongoing protection though users are required to change their password at regular intervals. The
service landed on every 90 days as opposed to the conventional 30 day interval. No more of the same password
forever and ever as any professional cyber expert will tell you that this is the first weakness in any cybersecurity
plan.
All anyone has to do is pay attention to all of the news today about the corporations, both large and small that
are suffering monumental and sometimes catastrophic business operations failures due to cyber criminals. The
National Association of REALTORS now requires associations and MLS operations to have a cybersecurity
strategy. Furthermore, NAR recommends that Brokers and agents also work to implement a cybersecurity plan to
protect their businesses and their clients personal information from being compromised.
The first step, and one of the simplest of those strategies is to change your password frequently. Getting SafeMLS
implemented was the first big step into revisiting more conventional data sharing agreements with other MLS
operations and ensuring system integrity.
The MLS Committee

FAA Rules Open Up
New Drone Options
Updated Federal Guidance allows you to fly drones at night and over people and
vehicles. The latest window to the law explains
how this adds more depth to your marketing.
Click Here for full story from NAR

Agents on the Move
Donna Kolar to Five Star Real Estate-Alma
Justin Wohlfert to Five Star Real Estate-Alma
Agents Leaving CMAR
Jack White, Weichert REALTORS Broadway
Bridget Riley, Weichert REALTORS Broadway
Peter Shannon, Century 21 Pioneer

